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Our residential wall panels and back splashes are custom designed and 
manufactured for you home.  Whether you prefer one of our stock patterns 
or a custom designed look, you can find exactly what you are looking for at 
AMC.   We have over 30 years experience in the metal industry with exper-
tise in choosing the right material for your job.  Most importantly, we can 
measure and template your job so it is done right! 

STAINLESS STEEL      COPPER        BRONZE         ZINC 
 

AUTHENTIC TIN WALL PANELS 

This catalog contains information about our custom fabricated panels.  We 
have another catalog with a complete guide to our tin wall and ceiling prod-
ucts. 
 
Look over our catalog and please call or email us with any questions.    

Our company strives to provide a professional and pleasant experi-
ence to all our customers.  Customer service and satisfaction come 
first. 
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Stock Patterns 

Leather Industrial Pearl 

Stripes Rigid Quilted 

Stock panels are stainless steel satin finish to match appliances.  
These patterns are also available by special order in a mirror fin-
ish stainless, copper, satin or antique and bronze. 

Stock sizes :  18” and 30” height  - up to  48” wide.   
Panels are 24 gauge mounted on 1/4 substrate finished or framed edges 
                  22 gauge without substrate. 



Design Line Panels 
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Our design line panels are offered in 3 stock sizes.  Many of the patterns 
offered are hand produced.   

1 NA 1 RL 

Checker 

Diagonal 

Diamond Harlequin 

Mosaic Square Random Swirl 

These patterns can be made into any size panel—stock sizes are: 
30 w x 24 h       30w x 30h       36w x 30h 
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Color-Tex     Colored Stainless Steel Finishes 

Black Bronze Green 

Champagne 

Burgundy Gold Blue 

Color-Tex is a process that creates a permanent color on the surface of stainless steel.  
Color-Tex adds an extra layer of corrosion resistance. You can choose to apply color to a myriad of 
surface finishes and textures.  Add texture, a satin or mirror finish or a combination to create a 
beautiful result. 
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Color-Tex on Texture Patterns 
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Bead Blasted Finishes 

Our Bead Blast finish is created by using a controlled ‘blast’ of abrasive media on the surface of 
stainless steel and other metals; a beautiful matte finish is the result. 
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Metal-Art 

By using state of the art technology, creative designs are etched into the surface of 
stainless steel and other metals.  Choose from standard patterns or, send us a computer 
developed design and create your own custom panel.  This technique can be combined 
with Color-tex and bead blasting. 
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Other Products 

Range Hoods and Liners 

Counter Tops and Bars  

Authentic Tin Ceiling Panels 

Sinks and Work Tables 

386 Nano Tech Cleaners and Sealants 

Bear Creek Cast Tiles, and Hardware 

Custom Metal Artwork  

Artistry in 
 
Stainless Steel    Copper    Bronze    Zinc  Brass 

We are dedicated to providing the finest quality 
metal products to homes and business. 
 



Showroom:      
 21 Godwin Avenue 
 Ridgewood, NJ 07450 
                         
201-444-1100   
201-444-1102  Fax 
Web  www.archmetalconcepts.com 

In addition to our metal ceiling products,  
we design and manufacture custom counter-
tops, range hoods and hood liners back 
splashes and wall panels 

 

 

Wall panels and Backspashes 

 


